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FlowView Portal® is a web-based system delivering flow
monitoring information that is just a click away.
Designed for use with all applications where data
accessibility is a priority and there is a need to organize,
evaluate, and share flow monitoring data.

FlowView Portal
FlowView Portal is an innovative, easy-to-use report delivery tool that allows the user to
manage data, customize reports, and select viewing parameters. With FlowView Portal,
the user has a virtually unlimited database to store and access decades of historical data,
use data for comparison and trend analysis purposes, and share information electronically.
Municipalities and consulting engineers have come to rely on FlowView Portal as their delivery method of choice to tackle capacity issues, identify inflow and infiltration, respond
to regulatory pressures and maximize the value of their flow monitoring program. Users
can gain a deeper understanding of how their collection system is performing through
their own exploration of current and historical flow monitoring data. They can also reevaluate data as new questions arise and easily access flow monitoring data to address
specific concerns and data requirements. FlowView Portal puts you in control of your
data.
Communication and productivity are enhanced with FlowView Portal. There is no software to maintain or libraries of binder reports to house. Flow data is easier to manage,
safely stored, and always accessible over the Web from any location. Multiple projects can
be organized and tracked. ‘Click and View’ allows you to focus only on the information you
need while easily accessing other data and trending information as necessary. Data can
also be quickly transported into other applications for analysis and shared with others as
desired.

About

LLC

ADS Environmental Services®, a
brand of ADS® LLC, is a leading
technology and service provider and
a reliable source of knowledge to the
global wastewater collection system
industry. Monitors manufactured,
installed, and maintained by ADS
measure over 4 billion gallons of flow
daily across the globe. ADS delivers
value to its customers by providing
industry-leading solutions for flow
monitoring, data analysis, reporting
and field services. These customers
rely on Underground Intelligence®
from ADS to manage planning and
rehabilitation, satellite community
billing, regulatory compliance, O&M,
and model calibration.

Flow data and reports can be easily shared with
other users and transported to other applications.
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D ATA D E L I V E R Y
FEATURES
Data Storage and Organization

FlowView Portal allows users to organize, combine and view flow data and analysis
from logical electronic “binders”. Minimum and maximum flow with time of occurrence is also measured and displayed daily, weekly, or monthly. Collection system
data is historically preserved in this method, providing access to years of vital information. Special sampling data reports, Excel® spreadsheets, photographs of sites,
etc. can be stored on FlowView Portal as attachments. Data stored on FlowView
Portal is secure and safe, as all information is backed up for easy retrieval and copies are stored offsite at ADS.

Graphing

Sophisticated, but easy-to-use graphing tools are available in FlowView Portal
enabling the custom creation of charts and data presentation by each data user
without the need for special desktop software. The user has the ability to drill
down, view, and analyze flow data for specific storm events. Flow data is displayed
in hydrographs, scattergraphs, and tabular charts based on customer needs and
preferences. Hydraulic events can be evaluated through pattern analysis of scattergraphs and lurking problems can be detected before an overflow occurs. Data
and graphs can also be downloaded for use in other programs like Excel®, Word®
and PowerPoint®.

Data Warehouse

Users have easy access to data with
a central database for storage,
organization, and reporting.

Reporting

Reports, charts and graphs are driven by the user’s selection of report parameters
including specific dates, monitoring sites, and other flow entities such as depth,
velocity and flow rate. All reports are historically preserved in one location for easy
access and report sharing. A sampling of automatically generated reports includes:
depth of flow; average velocity; calculated flow; minimum and maximum flow; average weekly flow; daily and weekly flow totals; monthly hydrograph of flow rate;
and site commentary on each location’s hydraulic performance.

Graphing Tools

Graphing tools include scattergraphs,
which provide early warning signs
of problems in the system.

Custom designed and automatically generated reports are historically preserved in one location for easy access and data sharing.

FlowView Portal is the premier tool for data storage and report
delivery allowing municipalities and consulting engineers to
effortlessly share critical flow information with internal users in
various departments and external partners and consultants.
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